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The objective of this program was to compare the fatigue 
properties of high energy rate forged gears with those of 
conventionally fabricated gears. 

Tests results proved that the fatigue properties of gears 
forged with integral teeth were substantially higher than 
those of gears which were machined from either bar stock 
or simple upset forgings. 

This command concurs in the conclusions made by the 
contractor. 
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SUMMARY 

The fatigue properties of gears forged with Integral teeth were compared 
with those of gears machined from bar stock and gears machined from simple 
upset forgings.     The gears tested were manufactured from both air melt and 
vacuum-melt 9310 steel and tested on a single tooth fatigue testing machine 

» at 175,000 and 157,000 psi Lewis bending stress.    At both stress  levels  the 
gears forged with integral teeth had average fatigue lives approximately 
seven times  that of the machined gears.    More scatter was experienced  in 
the fatigue data of  the forged gears over  that of the machined  gear's. 
However,  statistical analysis by the Students  "t" method shows  that the 
low mean fatigue life of forged gears was   twice as high as  the high mean 
fatigue life of  cut gears.    Several metallurgical processing variables 
including case depth,  surface hardness,   grain size, and static strength 
were examined.     No correlation between these parameters and the scatter in 
the fatigue data of  the forged gears was  found. 

Neutron activation analysis was used to determine the relative wear of the 
four types of gears studied.    Very little difference between the wear prop- 
erties of the various gears investigated was observed,   indicating that 
forging gears with Integral teeth or machining gears from upset forgings 
does not change  the wear properties over  that of conventional gears ma- 
chined from bar stock. 
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FOREWORD 

This linal  technical report covers  *-he work performed at Western Gear 
Corporation's Research Department under U.  S. Army Contract DA 44-177- 
AMC-321(T)  from July 1965 to September 1966. 

The program was accomplished under the direction of Mr.   Nelson Daniel, 
Chief of Aircraft Systems and Equipment Division,  and Mr.   E.  R. Givens, 
Project Engineer of the U.   S. Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories, Fort 
Eustis,  Virginia. 

Project supervision was under the direction of Mr. M. L.  Headman, Direc- 
tor of Research, and Mr. F.  L.   Parkinson,  Project Engineer, Western Gear 
Corporation.    Also assisting in  the project were research engineers Mr. 
C. V.   Iverson and Mr. W. F. Lewis.     Subcontract forging was performed at 
Precision Forge Company under the supervision of Mr. J.   Rork and Mr. M. 
Perry. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Advanced design concepts coupled with the requirements of increasingly 
lighter weights are continually placing more stringent demands on material 
properties. Accordingly, present helicopter power transmission designs 
dictate the need for high quality gears which are lightweight and have a 
high performance confidence level at high operating stresses and speeds. 
These confidence levels are difficult to predict since the phenomena of 
fatigue must always be considered and the scatter of fatigue data allows 
for only an approximate or statistical analysis of the test results.  Ad- 
vances in material processing and forming techniques have been made which 
increase the fatigue properties of gears and other machine components. 
Two of these techniques are vacuum melting of steel for high cleanliness 
and high energy rate forging (HERF) for controlled grain flow. A polished 
and etched section of an HERF gear forged with integral teeth, showing the 
grain flow at the root, can be seen in Figure 1. 

A substantial amount of research has been performed on the effect of vac- 
uum melting on the fatigue properties of steels (1-3).* Generally, the 
fat Igue behavior is superior in vacuum-melted compared to air-melted 
steels.  This is considered to be the result of a lower nonmetallic inclu- 
sion content, although the lower gas content in vacuum-melted steels may 
also be a factor. Most of the work performed with vacuum-melted steels 
has been on conventional laboratory specimens and as a result, little de- 
sign data is available for mechanical elements such as gears. In this 
program, 3-inch-pitch-diameter spur gears produced from both vacuum- and 
air-melted steel were evaluated for fatigue resistance using a single- 
tooth gear tester in which a cyclic load is applied to one tooth at a time. 

A recent development in precision forging has led to the ability to produce 
HERF gears having integrally forged gear teeth.  Besides the possible eco- 
nomic advantages of this technique, the forging operation produces teeth in 
which the grain flow in the root area is longitudinal in nature and follows 
the involute profile.  Since bending fatigue stresses are the highest in 
the fillet radii of the root, metal structure and uniformity are most im- 
portant in this area.  The fatigue properties of metals are generally 
higher when the stress is applied in the longitudinal direction of grain 
flow as opposed to the transverse direction (4,5); hence, the possibility 
of increased gear fatigue properties exists when grain flow follows the 
tooth contour. 

* Numbers in parentheses indicate the references at the end of the report, 
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The object of this program was to compare the fatigue properties of 3-inch- 
pitch-diameter AISI 9310 carburized steel gears produced by the following 
techniques: 

1. Machined directly from 9310 vacuum-melt bar stock (AMS 6265). 

2. Machined from 9310 vacuum-melt (AMS 6265) simple upset forgings. 

3. Finish machined from 9310 vacuum-melt (AMS 6265) HERF gears 
forged with integral teeth. 

4. Finish machined from 9310 air-melt (AMS 6260) HERF gears forged 
with integral teeth. 

The wear properties of the above four types of gears were examined using 
neutron activation analysis. 



PROCEDURE 

MATERIALS 

Gears were manufactured  from either air-melt or vacuum-melt 9310 carburiz- 
Ing steel.     The  pertinent  AMS  specifications   for  the  steel  used  are 
AMS.6260E and AMS  6265,   respectively.     Two different  bars  of air-melt  9310 
were utilized   (3-inch  and   5-1/2-inch diameter),  whereas     the vacuum-melt 
steel   gears were all  manufactured  from one  3-1/A-inch-diameter  bar.     The 
chemical  compositions of  the  three bars are  listed   in Table I. 

TABLE  I 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS OF AISI  9310 STEEL 

AMS 6260E AMS  6260E AMS 6265 
Element 5-1/2-Inch Diameter 3- Inch Diameter 3- 1/4 -Inch  Diameter 

C .11 .09 .10 
Mn .59 .55 .53 
P .004 .010 .009 
S .012 .013 .015 
Si .30 .29 .27 
Ni 3.30 3.11 3.19 
Cr 1.22 1.22 1.32 
Mo .11 .10 .12 

FORGING 

Both  the  forged  gears with   integral  teeth  and   the  simple upset   (pancake) 
forgings were  forged  on a  620 Dynapak HERF machine.     The Dynapak  is  a  pneu- 
matic high-velocity  forging machine which utilizes   the  energy obtained 
from rapidly  expanding compressed nitrogen gas   to drive  a  light  ram onto 
the workpiece.     The  force of   this  gas   is  capable of  producing speeds  of 
2000  inches  per  second when  the maximum gas  pressure  of  2000 psi   is  used. 
This   pressure,   called   the   fire  pressure,   can be  adjusted  from 300  to  2000 
psi   to  generate  the  ram speed  and,  hence,   available   forming energy  required 
to  forge a given size or  configuration.     A photograph  of  a Dynapak machine 
is   shown  in Figure  2,   and  a more  extensive description of  the Dynapak 
machine and  its operation  can be  found  elsewhere   (6). 

Upset Forgings 

The simple upset  forgings  were produced  by upsetting  a  cylindrical  billet 
between two flat dies   in  the Dynapak machine.     The size required  for the 
upset forgings  from which  the gears were subsequently machined was  3-3/4 
inches diameter by  1-3/8  inches  for the 3-inch-pitch-diameter pinion and 
5-3/4  inches diameter by  1-3/8 inches  for  the  5-inch-pitch-diameter gear. 



Figure 2. View of Model 1220 Dynapak 



Using an upset ratio of 3:1,   as  is normal   practice,   the billet sizes were 
hence 2-1/8 inches diameter by 4-1/8 inches  for  the 3-inch pinion and 
3-1/4  inches diameter by 4-1/8 inches  for  the  5-inch gear upset.    All  up- 
sets were forged at  2000oF  furnace temperature,  with  the 3-inch upsets 
struck three  times  using  115Ü-psi nitrogen fire pvessure and  the 5-inch 
upsets struck six times using 1400-psi  fire pressure.    Each billet was 
given a 30-minute  "soak" at  temperature before forging.    Figure 3 shows 
the upset  forgings before machining.     The scale was  sandblasted from the 
as-forged surfaces,   and  the diameter and  thickness  of each upset were 
measured and recorded. 

Gears Forged With Integral Teeth 

In order to insure maximum uniformity of material,   steel  from the same bar 
(and hence from the same heat) of 3-1/4-inch-diameter vacuum-melt 9310 was 
used  in the upset  forgings,   in the forging of  gears with integral  teeth, 
and  in the machining of  gears directly  from bar stock,     Sinch the billet 
diameter for  forging and   the stock diameter for machining were different, 
the 3-1/4-inch-diameter bar was machined down to a billet diameter of 
1-7/8 inches diameter by   2-1/2 inches.     This billet was upset  to a 3-inch 
diameter,  and  the diameter was machined  to 2-3/4  inches which was  1/8  inch 
less  than the  inside diameter of the bottom die.     This was   to remove any 
possible decarburization and to provide a smooth surface from which to be- 
gir  forging the  teeth  in  the gear.    Also, with  this  configuration and size, 
the hot L-Ulet was more easily placed  in the center of the bottom die. 
Figures 4 and  5 show the bottom dies used  in forging the   3-  and  5-inch 
gears,  respectively,  with  integral  teeth.    The forging drawings  for both 
the 3- and 5-inch gears  can be seen in Appendix I. 

The top die consisted of  a punch with a 2-inch diameter and with a  1/4-inch 
radiused recess  to provide  the required hub on the  3-inch gear.    An insert, 
with the same recess  for   the hub as  the  top die,   was held  fixed  in the bot- 
tom die 5/8  inch below the  top surface of  the bottom die.     The bottom insert 
was  connected  to a hydraulic ram which was used  to  eject  the gear  from the 
die seconds after  it had been forged.     The die steel used was Durodie Tem- 
per 2, heat  treated  to a hardness of Rc44.    As  the ram contacted the work- 
piece,   the teeth were formed by metal  flowing radially into the tooth 
cavities of  the die and  extruding longitudinally down these cavities  approx- 
imately 1/8 inch.     Figure 6 shows a gear forged with integral  teeth in the 
as-forged condition. 

The gears were forged  in one blow from the machined upset  forging using a 
forging temperature of  19750F.    The fire pressure used was 800 psi for  the 
3-inch gears and  1000 psi  for the 5-inch gears.     Figures 7 and 8 show the 
3- and  5-inch gears,  respectively,   forged with  integral  teeth  in the as- 
forged condition with  the  fla'-h removed. 

GEAR FINISHING 

The dimensions  for  the  finished 3-inch-diameter  pinion and  the 5-inch-diatn- 
eter   gear are shown  in Appendix II.     The gears were 14 pitch,   20° pressure 
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Figure 4. Bottom Die Used in Forging 3-Inch Gears with 
Integral Teeth. 

Figure 5. Bottom Die Used in Forging 5-Inch Gears with 
Integral Teeth. 
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Figure 6. As-Forged 3-Inch Gear with 
Integral Teeth. 



Figure 7. As-Forged 3-Inch Gears with Integral Teeth with Flash 
Removed. 

Figure 3. As-Forged 5-Inch Gears with Integral Teeth with Flash 
Removed. 
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angle, AGMA Quality No. 12, with the 3.000-inch-pitch-dlameter pinion 
having 42 teeth and the 5.000-inch-pitch-dtameter gear having 70 teeth. 
The forged gears, upset forgings, and bar stock were rough machined to 
approximately 0.010 inch over the finished dimensions before they were car- 
burized, heat treated, and finish machined at Western Gear Corporation's 
Precision Products Division. The gears and pinions produced from bar 
stock, the upset forgings, and HERF 5-inch gears were rough bobbed before 
carburizlng and heat treatment, whereas the pinions with integral teeth 
were given a light rough grind before carburizlng and heat treatment. All 
gears were manufactured to the same dimensions before carburizlng In order 
to Insure Identical case depths and surface hardness after the gears were 
finished to blueprint. 

All the gears were heat treated In one lot at the same time In the same 
furnaces and quenching media.  In this way, case depth, mlcrohardness, and 
other variables which are affected by heat treatment would be as identical 
as possible from gear to gear.  The following heat treatment procedure was 
used to produce a case depth of .039/.041 Inch and a surface hardness of 
59-62 Rc, as required by the specifications in Appendix II: 

Carburize 

1700oF for  7 hours  in natural  gas carburizlng atmosphere.    Atmosphere 
cool. 

Quench 

Heat to 1500 F and hold for 3/4 hour.  Quench in a Martemp salt bath 
at 350oF. 

Temper 

Heat to 350oF and hold for 2 hours. 

Subzero Cool 

Hold at -120oF for 2 hours. 

TESTING PROCEDURE 

Fatigue Tests 

Fatigue testing of the four groups of 3-lnch-pltch-dlameter pinions (pro- 
duced from 9310 vacuum-melt bar stock, 9310 vacuum-melt upset forgings, 
and Integral tooth HERF gears, from both 9310 vacuum- and air-melt steel) 
was performed on Western Gear Research Department's single-tooth gear 
tester, a photograph of which Is shown In Figure 9. Basically, the tester 
consists of a pulsating hydraulic system produced by the stroke of six 
plungers all operating In phase. The cam shaft to which the plungers are 
connected Is driven at 1000 rpm by a 3-phase, 440-volt, 5-horsepower 

11 



Figure 9. Single-Tooth Gear Tester. 

Figure 10. Tooth Loading Arrangement on 
Single-Tooth Gear Tester. 
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electric motor.     The hydraulic pressure is   transmitted to a 1-3/8-inch- 
diameter load cylinder and   the load  transmitted  to a single-gear tooth 
through a hardened steel  load column.    The  load  is  applied  .020 inch  from 
the  tip of  the test  tooth  in a direction tangent  to  the base circle of  the 
test gear.    The test gear is  supported by a ground  shaft, and the applied 
load  is reacted through a reaction tooth which  is  six teeth away from  the 
test  tooth.     The reaction tooth contacts a support block approximately at 
the pitch diameter.     Figure  10 shows   tooth  loading arrangement.     Since  the 
stress developed at   the root  is proportional   to  the beam length   (distance 
from point ci  load application to root),   the stress  on the reaction  tooth 
is  approximately one-half  that of the  test  tooth;  as  a result,   the  test 
tooth and not  the reaction  tooth fails during  testing,  as desired.     Con- 
nected to the hydraulic system is a pressure  transducer which is balanced 
using a Baldwin switching and balancing unit.     This   system is balanced 
under no-load conditions;  when a load  is applied,   the transducer output  is 
amplified and passed   into a Type 515A Tectronic oscilloscope.    A standard 
calibrated pressure gage was  used to load  the hydraulic system.    The 
hydraulic pressure  is  adjusted by means of a micrometer screw which con- 
trols  the volume of  the fluid delivered by  the six plungers. 

The oscilloscope, reading was  checked  every  few minutes  throughout  the 
entire test,   and no observable variations   in  the applied load were found 
in any of the tests.     The hydraulic system was  prepressurized to 10 psi  to 
insure the application of  identical  load profiles.     A calibration resistor 
was   installed and  the  electronic circuits were checked for balance before 
and after each fatigue  test was performed. 

Generally,   six teeth  symmetrically spaced around  the gear were selected 
from each test gear and failed  in fatigue.     The testing order was  such  that 
two  teeth from a bar  stock gear were  tested,   then two  teeth from a gear 
machined from the upset forgings,  then two  teeth from a HERF gear with 
integral  teeth,  etc.     With  this technique,   any drifts  in the hydraulic or 
electronic systems would only increase the scatter rather than show up as 
erroneous  trends   in the data  for any one material. 

Wear Tests 

The wear properties of  the HERF gears with  integral   teeth and the corven- 
tional gears were studid using neutron activation analysis.     In these 
tests,   the 3-inch-diameter pinion was run against the 5-inch-diameter gear 
on a four-square dynamic gear  tester at 6000 rpm.     The tester is  load com- 
pensating for gear wear and has a continuous   torque readout.    A photograph 
of   the gear  tester  is   shown  in Figure 11.     The gears were run for 5 hours 
at  249,000-psi Hertz  compressive stress,  with  four oil samples being  taken 
during the first hour  and one sample at hourly  intervals for  the subsequent 
A hours downstream from the gear mesh.    Two gear sets were run and oil 
samples  taken before  the system was  flushed and new oil used.    A control 
sample was  taken at  the beginning of each  test  in    -.der to provide a base 
line for analysis. 
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Neutron activation analysis is a method of measuring minute quantities of 
wear particles in an oil by bombarding the oil and particles with neutrons 
in a nuclear reactor. Irradiated elements in the wear particles undergo 
subsequent decay, giving off their characteristic type and amount of radia-
tion. Manganese was used as the analyzed element, since there was a suf-
ficient amount (0.54 percent) present as an alloying element in the 9310 
steel and since the isotope Mn-56 has a convenient half-life. By measuring 
the gamma radiation produced by the decaying manganese in the wear particles 
after the oil sample has been activated, the relative wear of the gears 
manufactured by the four different procedures used in the program can be 
determined. 

Figure 11. Dynamic Gear Tester Used for Wear Studies. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

FORGING 

Upset  Forging 

No  forging difficulties were  encountered  with  the simple  upset   forgings, 
the  following being  the dimensions  obtained: 

3-Inch  Pinion: 

Upset   thickness  -  1.25 i  .07   inch 
Upset diameter  -  4.05 i  .06   inch 

5-Inch  Gear: 

Upset   thickness  -   1.29 ±  .08  inch 
Upset  diameter  -   5.98 i  .16   inch 

Gears  Forged With  Integral  Teeth 

Table  II  gives   the  root diameter  and  over-pin dimensions   for   the  3-inch- 
diameter  pinions   in  the as-forged  condition.     Also shown are  the over-pin 
measurements   for  both  the air-melt  and vacuum-melt  9310 5-inch   gears,   along 
with  the  root  diameter measurements   for   the vacuum-melt  5-inch  gears.     The 
total  variation  in over-pin measurements  between all   the  3-inch  pinions was 
0.010  inch,   although  8A percent  of   the  pinions were within  the   tolerance 
3.211 i  .002   inch  for over-pin measurement.     The  total variation  in root 
diameter  was   .017   inch.     This  necessitated  removing up  to   .008   inch  from 
the root  as   required  to achieve  concentricity and root  clearance.     Since 
the  theoretical  root diameter of   the   5-inch  gears was  4.821   inches,   up  to 
0.069   inch material  had  to be  removed.     Since  this was   too much material   to 
be removed  by  grinding,   these  gears  were bobbed  before  carburizing,   just as 
were  the  5-inch  gears  produced  from bar  stock and  the upset  forgings.     All 
the  backlash was   taken up on  the  gear   to  avoid removing  too much  grain  flow 
from   the  pinion. 

One  test  pinion   (4N)  was  checked  for   tooth-to-tooth and accumulative  spacing 
error   in   the  as-forged  condition.     The maximum deviation  from  theoretical 
tooth  spacing was   found  to be 0.0010   inch,   and   the  total  accumulative  error 
was   found   to  be  0.0032  inch.     The  composite  error was  established  as  0.0082 
inch  for   this   pinion.     These  errors,   although  large  for high-quality  ground 
gearing,   are   low  for  an as-forged   product. 

Alter  the  gears   forged with  integral   teeth  had been  finish machined,   they 
were  examined  under  a stereomicroscope  at   30 magnification.     On many  teeth, 
imperfections  were  found at  the center  of  the root  radii where   the final 
grinding operation did not clean up  the  as-forged  surface.     Although   this 
produces  an  effect  similar  to using  a  protuberant hob  to  preclude  the 
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TABLE II 
ROOT DIAMETER AND OVER 0.120-INCH  Plh DIMENSIONS OF THE 

AS-FORGED PINIONS AND GEARS WITH INTEGRAL TEETH 

Over 0.120-Inch 
Avg of  Two 

Pins I 

Root  Diameter   i 
Gear (in.) (in.)            | 

2A 

3-Inch- •Diameter Pinion  - Vacuum-Melt 9310 

2.839 3.209 
2B 3.210 2.847 
2C 3.209 2.847 
2D 3.210 2.846 

j            2E 3.211 2.846           j 
2F 3.210 2.846           | 

|            2G 3.210 2.845 
i            2H 3.211 2.845           ! 
|            21 3.211 2.845           | 

2J 3.212 2.845 
2K 3.206 2.837 
2L 3.211 2.844 
2M 3.207 2.844           ! 
2N 3.208 2.847 

1            20 3.209 2.846           j 
|            2P 3.210 2.842           | 

4A 

3-Inch -Diameter Pinion - Air- Melt 9310 

2.839           j 3.211 
\            AB 3.209 2.836           I 
\            4C 3.212 2.844           j 
I            4D - 1 

4E 3.211 2.835 
i            4F 3.211 2.838           1 
1           40 3.211 2.835            i 
|            4H 3.209 2.836            i 
1            41 3.213 2.845 
\           4J 3.209 2.836            | 
I            4K 3.213 2.836            \ 
|            4L 3.211 2.840            j 
1            4M 3.212 2.841            | 
|           4N 3.216 2.850            1 

1           40 3.210 2.843 
1           4P 3.210 2.840           \ 

1           4Q 3.206 2.833 
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TABLE II   -  CONTINUED 

Over 0 .120-Inch Pins 
Avg  of  Two Root  Diameter 

j          Gear (in.) (in.)            I 

1A 

5-Inch- •Diameter Gear   - V. icuum- Melt 9310 

4.863 5.225 
i            IB 5.228 4.867 

1C 5.227 4.875         i 
ID 5.234 4.890 
IE 5.218 4.862         | 

1             IF 5.222 4.874         j 
1             IG 5.222 4.862 

1H 5.225 4.875 
1             11 5.227 4.865 

U 5.227 4.877         | 

i             1K 5.222 4.862         | 
1L 5.225 4.875         | 
IM 5.241 4.883         | 
IN 5.230 4.876         j 

5-Inch-Diainet er Gear - Air-Melt 9310 

3A 5.239 1 
3B 5.225 " 
3C 5.232 - 

(            3D 5.242 ! 

i             3E 5.239 li 
3F 5.219 —                          1 

i            3G 5.225 - 
3H 5.225 il 
31 5.239 1 

i            3J 5.231 —            i 

i            3K 5.224 .            i 
3L 5.235 i 
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necessity of touching the fillet radius during the finish grinding opera- 
tion,  It was  felt that this condition was undesirable for the forged gear 
evaluation,   since  the condition was not uniform on all teeth and since  they 
were to be evaluated  sgalnst cut gears that were fully ground. 

In order to Insure complete finishing of  the forged teeth,   a new die was 
manufactured with a full fillet radius and additional gears were forged for 
evaluation.    Figure 12 shows the difference In the two dies. 

WEAR TESTS 

An analysis of the wear particle size was performed, and the results   (which 
are given In Appendix III) show that approximately 80 percent of the wear 
particles were smaller than a 10-mlcron diameter.    Those particles above 
10 microns had  an approximate size of  20-25 microns,  and those below 10 
microns had an approximate size of 5 microns.     A 10-mlcron synclinal  filter 
was placed downstream from the sampling port which removes  almost all  of 
the wear particles  greater than 10 microns.     Therefore,   if  10 percent of 
the wear particles   In the oil have an average particle size of 20 microns 
and the remaining 90 percent have an average size of 5 microns,  a minimum 
of 88 percent of  the mass of all  the wear particles is held in the filter. 
On this basis,   and  assuming that the wear rates at the time intervals out- 
lined In  the Procedure section were constant over  that specific  time  period, 
the relative accumulative wear was obtained by adding the  total wear  In 
nicrograms of manganese for each interval  that the wear sample was  taken. 
As mentioned,   a minimum of 88 percent of  the wear particle mass  is  entrapped 
in the filter,  allowing a buildup of a maximum of 12 percent  in the oil. 
system Itself.     This will result  in a somewhat higher wear value in  the 
later stages of  the test.    However,   the buildup will be similar for all  the 
tests, and  the relative wear determination will not be greatly affected. 

RELATIVE 
TABLE 

ACCUMULATIVE WEAR 
III 

OF THE FOUR GEAR SETS 

|               Gear Type 
Gear 

Number 
Rel 
(ml 

ative Wear Rates 
crograms Mn/sec) 

Average Wear Rates 
(micrograms  Mn/sec)| 

Forged Gear from 
Macuum-Melt 9310 

2C 
2H 

2.31 
3.43 

2.87          1 

Forged Gear from 
Air-Melt 9310 

4H 
4J 

2.28 
3.48 

2.88 

bear Machined from 
Upset Forged Vacuum-Melt 
9310 

6C 
6B 

2.87 
2.79 

2.83 

Gear Machined from 
Bar Stock Vacuum-Melt 
9310 

8H 
8B 

3.79 
2.34 

3.06 

18 



Figure 12. Enlarged View of Root Section of Dies. 
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The results of the wear studies using neutron activation analysis are shown 
in Figures 13 through 16, where the relative accumulative wear Is plotted 
versus running time. As can be seen, all the wear curves are quite linear. 
Table III shows the relative wear rates for the four sets of gears. 

Very little difference between the wear properties is Indicated from the 
results in Table III. On this basis, one can conclude that forging gears 
with integral teeth or machining g ars from upset forglngs does not affect 

gear wear properties. 

FATIGUE TESTS 

Initial Fatigue Tests 

Initially, all testr were performed at a bending stress level of 175,000 
psi calculated from the standard Lewis equation as follows: 

sb - y4Vp (1) 

where 
y - stanaard y factor -   .126  for 1A pitch  20° pressure angle,   3.000- 

Inch-pltch-diameter gears 
b - face width -  .375  inch 

CP • circular pitch •   n/14 for 14-Inch diametral pitch gears 
Fj, • Fr cos 20° where Fr  is  the force acting at   the  tooth tip In a 

direction tangent  to the base circle. 

At  175,000-psi Lewis bending stress,   the arithmetic  average of the cycles 
to  failure for the 10 gear  teeth  from the gears machined  from bar stock was 
34,600 cycles and the arithmetic average for the gears machined from the 
sluple upset forglngs was 32,300 cycles, as  shown in Tables  IV and V,  re- 
spectively.     Both types  of  gears  showed only a moderate amount of data 
scat ..er,   with the high and  low values of cycles   to  failure differing by a 
factor of  2.7.    This  is  generally  the amount of  scatter experienced  In most 
fatigue  testing. 

The results of the Initial   fatigue tests on the gears  forged with Integral 
teeth appeared at first  to be quite confusing.     Some teeth  In which prior 
examination showed no root defects  showed quite low cycles  to failure. 
This  situation Is much more  evident  In the fatigue results  of the vacuum- 
melt  9310 gears forged with   Integral  teeth.    Here,  more  than half of  the 
teeth  tested showed cycles   to failure of approximately one-half that of  the 
established average cycles   for  the gears cut from bar stock and  the upset 
forglngs. 

The data  listed In Table VI  show the results  for only those teeth that com- 
pletely  cleaned up liT the root area.    The arithmetic average of these tests 
Is   273,000.    The wide scatter  In  the data can be seen from this table. 
However,   It  Is c1 early  evident  that except  for  the  lowest one or two data 
points,   the cycles   to failure are much higher  than  the upset forged or bar 
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1 TABLE IV 
FATIGUE RESULTS OF TEST TEETH FROM GEARS 

CUT FROM BAR STOCK 
(Stress Level  - 175,000-p8i Lewis) 

Test Tooth Cycl es to Failure        | 

|             80- •3C 22 600                    1 
i             8N- •18 23 ,000                    | 
!             BN- •30 23 ,600 
!             3M- •6 25 300 

ON- ■36 30 900                    j 
BN- •24 33 500                    | 
80' •24 33 800                    I 
BN- •6 44 800                    | 
B0- ■30 48 000                    | 
BN- •12 60 700 

TABLE V 
i                 FATIGUE RESULTS OF TEST TEETH FROM GEARS 

CUT FROM UPSET FORCINGS 
|                        (Stress L«vel -  175, OOO-psi Lewis) 

{        Test Tooth Cycl es to Failure        j 
j             6N-18 21,800                     ! 
i             6N-30 25,900                    1 
|             6N-36 26,400 
i             60-18 26,700 

6N-24 27,000 
6N-6 29,400 
60-12 36,800                     li 

j             6N-12 36,900                     I 
|             60-24 38,800                     1 
j             60-30 40,200                     | 
|             60-36 44,900                     | 
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stock gears, with the higher valuer in the several-hundred-thousand-cycle 
range compared to the 35,000 cycles for the bar stock gears. 

Fatigue Tests with Full-Radius Die 

As a result of the wide scatter in fatigue properties shown for the gears 
forged with integral teeth, more gears were forged from a die which re- 
sulted In full-radius roots, as shown in Figure 12 and Appendix IV.  Al- 
though no quantitative analysis was possible to evaluate the effect on 
fatigue of the grain flow caused by the sharp root-forming contour of the 
die, it was felt that this could have greatly affected the forged gear 
fatigue life.  The new die configuration provided a round-edged orifice 
effect to optimize the material flow pattern during the forging operation. 
The new gears were forged from the same 9310 vacuum-melt material as before 
and were finish machined and heat treated to the same specifications as 
those in Phase I.  Testing was conducted on the single-tooth gear tester. 
The bending stress was lowered from 175,000 psi to 157,000 psi in order 
to obtain more cycles before fatigue failure. 

The fatigue properties of forged gears tested in this phase were consider- 
ably better than those evaluated during Phase I.  As in Phase I, some of 
the gear teeth showed imperfections which are caused by insufficient stock 

TABLE ' n 
FATIGUE RESULTS FOR GEARS FORGED WITH INTEGRAL 

TEETH (INITIAL DIE)                1 
i          (Stress Level - 175 ,000-ps i Lewis) 

i    Test Tooth Cyc les to Failure 

{     4L-36 18,200         f 

|     41-24 33,700         ! 
4L-18 35,300 

|     4H-12 67,900         { 
4H-18 85,000         i 
4H-38 91,900         ' 

i     41-6 119,100         j 
i     4L-30 126,000 
|     4H-24 169,000 
i     41-12 267,000 
1     41-18 275,000         | 

41-37 308,000 
1     41-24 344,000         j 

4H-31 571,600 
\             41-30 660,000         | 
1     4H-6 1 ,050,000         j 

Arithmetic Average 273,000         i 
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for cleanup during the finish grinding operation.  The forged gear teeth 
that did not show imperfections were tested alternately with cut gear teeth. 
The results of these tests are shown in Tables VII and VIII. 

As in Phase I, there is a somewhat greater spread in the fatigue results of 
the forged gears over the cut gears.  However, in Phase II there were no 
critical premature failures.  The arithmetic average cycles to failure for 
cut bar stock gears was 37,600 at 157,000-psi bending stress.  At the same 
stress level, the average life for the forged gear teeth was 286,000 cycles. 
Also, it can be seen in Table VII that out of 13 test points, 6 teeth 
lasted more than 250,000 cycles without failure.  The Students "t" test 
was u.sed to analyze these results statistically with the details of the 
analysis shown in Appendix V.  This analysis shows that with a 95 percent 
confidence level, the mean life of the cut gears would lie between 32,100 
cycles and 49,400 cycles at 157,000-psi bending strer-j, whereas the mean 
life of the integrally forged tooth gears would lie within the 79,000- to 
282,000-cycle range. 

Again, it must be pointed out that 6 of the 13 tests were stopped at 250,000 
cycles; hence, the average of 286,000 cycles for the 13 tests is lower than 
the actual average would have been, had all 13 tests been run to failure. 
Since test number 8 ran for 1,911,000 cycles without failure, it is con- 
ceivable that some of the tests which were stopped at 250 000 cycles would 
have lasted at least this long or even longer.  Certainly the fo-ged gear 
teeth with longitudinal grain flow in the root area possess the ability to 
last many times the number of cycles of the machined bar stock or simple 
upset forged gear teeth. 

METALLUKGICAL ANALYSIS 

In order to determine possible reasons for the wide scatter in the data and 
the low fatigue properties of some gears, several metallurgical parameters 
were investigated. 

Microhardness Traverses 

Using a Tukon microhardness tester with a 10.25 mm objective lens and a 
500 gm load, a series of microhardness measurements were taken on the failed 
teeth and root area.  These microhardness measurements and traverses pro- 
vided a means of comparing the surface hardness, case depth, hardness 
gradient, etc., for all the various types of gear teeth tested.  A typical 
hardness traverse is shown in Figure 17.  There was very little difference 
among the over 30 microhardness traverses taken. 

Generally, the case depth, hardness gradient, and core hardness were very 
similar for all the gear teeth and root areas examined.  The case depth was 
found to be .040 i .002 inch, with the Rc hardness gradient being quite 
Knear at approximately 17 Rc points per .040 inch.  The core hardness was 
Rc 41/43.  Several surface hardness measurements were taken on both the 
fractured tooth and adjacent root area by measuring the hardness at 
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TABLE VII 
1    FATIGUE RESULTS FOR GEARS FORGED WITH INTEGRAL 

TEETH (FULL ROOT RADIUS) 

1          (S tress Level - 157 ,000-psi Lewis) 

1     Test Cycles to Failure 

!         1 250,000* 
1        2 250,000* 

3 52,100 

i       ^ 250,000* 
\                  5 250,000* 
1       6 250,000* 

7 160,000 

i           8 1,911,000* 
i     9 7 5,300 
i      10 31,000 

11 65,600 
12 73,400 
13 105,200 

j      Arithmetic Average: 286,000 

1 *No failure occurred - test stopped. 

TABLE VIII                   1 

FATIGUE RESULTS FOR CUT GEARS 
(S tress Level - 157 ,000-psi Lewis)        | 

|    Test Cycles to Failure    | 

1      1 26,800 
2 49,800        | 
3 24,500        | 

i     ^ 38,500 

i        5 54,700        | 
I      6 49,400        | 
i     7 55,600        \ 

8 108,600        j 
!     9 38,800 
1     10 30,000 

11 39,700        ! 
12 30,500        1 
13 24,300        j 
14 42,800        I 
15 33,200        | 

Arithmetic A\ rage: 37,600        | 
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0.002 inch below the surface.  These hardnesses were quite consistent from 
tooth-to-tooth, ranging in value from Rc 58 co Rc 61.  Several plots were 
made to compare the fatigue results with surface hardness, hardness gradient 
data, etc., in an attempt to correlate the slight variation in these metal- 
lurgical properties with the fatigue results of the gear teeth.  No trends 
or correlation could be developed with these parameters, and it was con- 
cluded that these slight variations in surface hardness, case depth, etc., 
wer», not the cause of either the low fatigue properties with Set 2 or the 
wide scatter in the fatigue data for Set 4.  This is quite reasonable to 
expect since all the gears were made of the same material except Set 4, 
which was air-melt 9310 instead of vacuum-melt 9310 steel.  Also, all the 
gears were heat treated identically in the same atmosphere and furnaces at 
the same times.  Forging has very little effect on the resultant metal- 
lurgical properties after heat treatment, and except for grain flow, all the 
gears were considered to be identical within manufacturing limitations from 
a metallurgical standpoint. 

Microstructure 

Several fractured teeth and adjacent root areas were sectioned, polished, 
and etched to reveal the microstructure.  Figure 18 shows a photomicrograph 
of the microstructure of each of the four gear sets. As can be seen from 
Figure IB, the microstructure of the four different gear sets is, for the 
most part, identical.  The case consists of a high carbon martensite, de- 
creasing in carbon percentage until the martensite plus bainite core is 
reached. There are no massive carbides present in the case, and the re- 
tained austenite at the surface was approximately 2 to 6 percent as measured 
visually.  No correlation between the amount of retained austenite and 
fatigue results was obtained when the number of cycles to failure was plot- 
ted against the percent of retained austenite. 

Grain size was measured on the surface of the root area adjacent to the 
fatigue fracture using a modified McQuaid-Ehn (7) test in which sections of 
the carburized gears were packed in peach pits and heated to 1700oF for 1 
hour. The sections were slow cooled from 1700° to 1000oF at a rate of 
approximately 60oF per hour and then held at 1000oF for 20 hours.  These 
tests were performed in order to determine if the forging of the gears with 
integral teeth and also the forging of the simple upsets resulted in any 
change of the initial bar stock grain sizes of ASTM 6 through 8. No change 
was found, as most of the surfaces examined had a grain size of ASTM 7. 
Figure 19 shows the grain size of a sample of the four various sets of 
gears. 

One gear tooth that did not clean up in the root area from the forged con- 
dition was polished for microscopic examination.  It was felt that carbon- 
ization in this area may have been hindered by the iron oxide scale present. 
Provided that this occurred, the case directly below the scale area would 
be low in carbon content, and the hardness and beneficial residual compres- 
sive stresses normally found in a hardened case would not he  present at 
this point.  Removal of the scale during finish grinding could still leave 
a low carbon area at the tooth root. Howeveii microscopic examination 
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Gear 2N Core Gear 4L Core 

Gear 6P Core Gear 8J Core 

Figure 18. Microstructure of the Four Sets of Gears Tested (X 445). 
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Figure 18. Continued. 
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Gear 20 Gear 4L 

Gear 60 Gear 8N 

Figure 19. Grain Size of the Four Sets of Gears (X 175). 
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(X  100)   of   the  mounted  and  polished   gear   tooth did  not   show  any   evidence  of 
carbon depletion   in  the  scale area.     Also,   the hardness  directly  under  this 
area   (.002   inch  below the  surface)   was   identical   to   those values  where no 
scale was   present  during  carburizing.     Hence,   it was  concluded   that  the 
existence of   small   scale areas during  carburizing was  not  a  contributing 
factor   to   the   low   fatigue  results   experienced  for   some  of   the   gears. 

Grain  Flow Analysis 

An extensive   investigation was  carried  out   in an attempt   to measure  the 
amount and  direction of   the  grain   flow  around  the  root  area  of   the  forged 
gears.     More   than 40 sections were  polished and  etched using  either a 10 
percent  aqueous   solution of   ammonium  persulphate  or  a  solution   containing 
I.5  gm CuCI2.   30 cc HC<,   and  30 cc methano'   in 95 cc of water.     Generally, 
the  compact  grain  flow was  quite  symmetrical with respect   to   the root of 
e ich   tooth,   with   the maximum depth  of  grain  flow being approximately 0.030 
inch  at   the  root  center.     The amount  of   this  pronounced  grain  flow de- 
creased  at   the  root  fillet   to approximately   .010/.015   inch with  the  flank 
of   the  tooth  having only about   .005   inch.     Figure  20 shows  grain  flow 
around   the  roots  of both  the  Set   2  and  Set 4 gears.     As  can be  seen  from 
these  photographs  at  22 magnification,   the  grain  flow  is  quite  similar  from 
root   to  root;   this was  generally   the  case  for all   the other 40 roots  exam- 
ined,   in   that   there appeared   to  be  very   little difference   in   the  amount  or 
direction  of   grain  flow.     This  was   found   to be  true  for  several  cross 
sections   taken  perpendicular  to  ttu   gear  axis  at various  distances  below 
the  gear  face.     Figure  20 also  snows   some banding  present   in   the  tooth 
area.     Banding  is   the result  of   the  plastic deformation of  regions   in 
which slight   alloy  segregation has  occurred.     These  regions   are  subse- 
quently deformed   in the direction of working into  elongated  regions  or 
bands.     Hence,   the bands   in  the  tooth   indicate  that  the  steel   has  been 
deformed   in   the  direction shown  in Figure  20,   and banding  itself   is  a meas- 
ure of  grain  flow.    However,   the  grain  flow at  the root   is much more con- 
centrated   in  nature and,   since   it   is  directly  at  the region of maximum 
bending stress   in a gear  tooth,   it   is   the more  important  of   the  two  types. 

Many  gear  roots,   including both   those which had undergone  fatigue  failure 
and   those which had not,  were  examined  for  grain  flow under   the microscope 
in an attempt   to measure quantitatively  the amount of  grain  flow at  the 
center  of   the root  fillet  in  the direction of  the  fatigue  fracture.    As 
can  be  seen  from Figure  20,   it   is   extremely difficult  to determine  exactly 
where  the  concentrated  grain  flow stops  and  the banding begins.     Most of 
these  roots   examined had grain  flow  for  a distance of   .010   inch,   with  some 
as  high as   .015  inch and  some as   low as   .0007   inch.     Attempts   to correlate 
the  low amount of  grain  flow with  low fatigue results  and   the  large amount 
of  grain  flow with high number of  cycles   failed,   as  some  teeth with low 
grain  flow had  higher  numbers  of  cycles   than  those with  high  grain  flow and 
vice versa.     It was concluded  that   the slight variation  in grain flow,  as 
measured  under   the microscope,  had   little  to do with  the wide range of 
fatigue  properties of  the  forged  gears. 
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Teeth 4L 28/29 Teeth 20 29/30 

Teeth 20 22/23 Teeth 4L 36/37 

Figure 20. Grain Flow Around Root (X 22). 
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Variation o£ Fatigue Results with Tooth Position Around Gear 

In order to determine any syiranetry of the fatigue results of the forged 
gears with tooth position around the gear, the number of cycles to failure 
was plotted using polar coordinates. This analysis was used to evaluate 
whether or not some forging or machining variable resulted in weaker teeth 
on one side of the gear.  In most instances, asymmetry in high or low 
fatigue results with tooth position was not found. 

Static-Strength Tests 

The static or breaking strength of several gear teeth was determined by 
loading the gear teeth statically in the single-tooth tester using a manual 
hydraulic loading device.  The hydraulic pressure as read from a pressure 
gage was recorded at tooth fracture, and the pressure converted to static 
strength. 

The average breaking strength of all the gears tested is approximately 
5040 pounds, with the average of the bar stock and upret forged gears being 
5190 and 5060 pounds, respectively, and the forged gears with integral 
teeth forged from vacuum-tnelt and air-melt being 5080 and 4840 pounds, 
respectively. The experimental error in reading the pressure gage was 
estimated to be approximately 50 psi or 73 pounds load; hence, the varia- 
tion in breaking load between gear sets is only approximately 2 percent. 
Thus, the breaking strength of the different types of gears can be consid- 
ered to be Identical, and no correlation can be drawn between the fatigue 
life and breaking strength of the gears tested. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The fatigue properties of gears forged with integral teeth were found 
to be substantially higher than those of gears which were machined from 
either bar stock or simple upset (pancake) forgings.  The average eyelet» 
to failure for the gears forged with integral teeth was more than seven 
times the average cycles to failure for the machined gears, although 
there was much more scatter in the forged gear fatigue data. 

Parameters such as case depth, surface hardness, grain size, grain 
flow, and static strength were found to be quite similar for all the 
types of gears investigated.  No correlation between the slight varia- 
tion in these parameters and fatigue life was found. 

The wear properties of carburized 9310 gears forged with integral teeth, 
machined from upset forgings, and machined from bar stock were found to 
be very similar.  Also, no difference in wear was found between gears 
forged with integral teeth from vacuum-melt 9310 and air-melt 9310 
carburized steel. 

Continued investigation is necessary to define process variables on the 
life of the forged gears. 
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APPENDIX  I 
FORGING BLUEPRINTS FOR GEARS FORGED WITH INTEGRAL TEETH 

1                               SPUR GEAR DATA                               j 
1 AGMA QUALITY NUMBER 

| NO. OF TEETH 42 

1 DIAMETRAL PITCH 14                  | 

1 PITCH DIA. (THEO.) 3.0000 

PRESSURE ANGLE 20° 

WHOLE DEPTH 

| CIR. TOOTH THICKNESS (REF.) 

| CHOROAL ADDENDUM 

FIN. CHORDAL THICKNESS .'REF.) 

BASE CIRCLE DIA. 2.819               j 

MEASUREMENT OVER B~j At.EN 
TWO      -120         DIA. PINS 

3.185 
3.176 

TOOTH SURFACE FINISH 

CENTER DISTANCE 4.000               f 

| BACKLASH WITH MATE 

START OF ACTIVE PROFILE 

ROLL ANGLE 

NO. OF TEETH IN MATE: 70 

RATIO 1 

MATE PART NO. 
1 CALC. CHECK                                                         DATE                                   I 

.25 R.  T 
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1.100 

■H.347 

2.821 
2.816 

.25 R.  TYP. 

A K, 

z..r 
.406 

3.1 56 

2.00 

FORGING, TEST PINION 
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j                              SPUR GEAR DATA                               ! 
| AGMA QUALITY NUMBER 

NO. OF TEETH 70 

DIAMETRAL PITCH 14 

PITCH DIA. (THEO.) 5.0000               j 

PRESSURE ANGLE 20°                 j 

WHOLE DEPTH 

CIR. TOOTH THICKNESS (REF.) 

| CHORDAL ADDENDUM 

FIN. CHORDAL THICKNESS (REF.) 

BASE CIRCLE DIA. 4.698 

MEASUREMENT OVER BETWEEN 
| TWO.     120        DIA. PINS 

5.186 
5.177                1 

TOOTH SURFACE FINISH 

CENTER DISTANCE 

| BACKLASH WITH MATE 1 
| START OF ACTIVE PROFILE 

ROLL ANGLE 

NO. OF TEETH IN MATE: 42 

RATIO 

1 MATE PART NO. 
1 CALC. CHECK                                                        DATE 
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1.100- 

4.821 
4.816 

5. 56 
MN. 

FORGING, TEST GEAR 
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APPENDIX II 
FINISHED DIMENSIONS FOR 3-INCH-DIAMETER PINION AND 

5-INCH-DIAMETER GEAR 

I                               SPUR GEAR DATA                               I 
| AGMA QUALITY NUMBER 1                           12                          1 

NO. OF TEETH 42                  [ 

DIAMETRAL PITCH 14                  | 

| PITCH DIA. (THEO.) 3.0000              { 

{ PRESSURE ANGLE 20°                | 

| WHOLE DEPTH .1541                | 

CIR. TOOTH THICKNESS (REF.) .1122 

CHORDAL ADDENDUM 

FIN. CHORDAL THICKNESS (REF.) 

BASE CIRCLE DIA. 2.8190778            { 

MEASUREMENT OVER JETWEEN 
TWO         1*       DIA. PINS 

3.1631 
3.1606 

TOOTH SURFACE FINISH 16 

CENTER DISTANCE 4.000                ! 

BACKLASH WITH  MATE 003 /.005          j 

START OF ACTIVE PROFILE 

ROLL ANGLE 

NO. OF TEETH  IN  MATE: 70 

RATIO 1.6667              j 

MATE PART NO. 6552D4 
|CALC.   c|// CHECK                                                        DATE                                  | 

1.380 
1.390 

NOTES: 
1. SERIAL NO.S MUST BE RETAINED THROUGHOUT ENTIRE PROCESSING 

INCLUDING OVERAGE. 
2. RECORD PIN MEASUREMENTS OF FORGED TEETH BY SERIAL NO. BEFORE 

PROCESSING.   DELIVER RECORDS TO RESEARCH FOR INCLUSION IN REPORT 
3. CARBURIZE ALL SURFACES .040 DEEP,CASE 59 ■ 62 RC, CORE 34 • 38 RC. 

DELIVER HEAT-TREAT RECORD TO RESEARCH. 
4. DELIVER SERIALIZED RED-LINE, INVOLUT^AND SPACING CHARTS TO RE- 

SEARCH. 
5. FACES TO BE SQUARE WITH BORE WITHIN .0002 PER INCH, T.I.R. 
6. TO INSURE CONSISTENT PROCESSING, ALL GEARS MUST BE CARBURIZED 

AT THE SAME TIME. 

SYM ZONE 
A 
A 

A 

C-1 
NOTES 

B-2 

ADDED 1/32 
ADDED CAR 
373/3.76     V* 

B IM 

CHANGED P 
BEST USE O 

ADDED PRE 
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I                                                REVISIONS                                               1 
SYM ZONE DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED 1 

A 
A 
A 

C-l 
NOTES 

B-2 

ADDED 1/32 X 45°  CHAMFER 
ADDED CARaURIZE ALL SURFACES 
373/3.76    WAS    .375 

9-7-65 
9-7-65 
9-7-65 

B 0^ 

CHANGED PIN MEASUREMENTS TO PERMIT 
BEST USE OF FORGED GRAIN FLOW. 

ADDED PRECARBURIZE PIN DIMENSIONS 

10-4-65 

1.1252 
1.1257 DIA 

1/32 X 45 
CHAMFER TYP 

250 R. TYP 

TEST PINION 

/? 



!                                                REVISIONS                                             J 
[SYM ZONE i                                   DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVED 1 

A 
B- 

NOTES 
ADDED 1/32 X 45*   CHAMFER 
ADDED CARBURIZE ALL SURFACES 

9-7-65 
9-7-65 

B D-4 
CHANGED PIN MEASUREMENT TO ALLOW ALL 
BACKLASH THIS MATING MEMBER. 
ADDED PRECARBURIZE PIN DIMENSIONS                                   j 

10-4-65 ÄL. . 1 

!                               SPUR GEAR DATA                               | 
AGMA QUALITY NUMBER 12                 I 

| NO. OF TEETH 
70                 1 

1 DIAMETRAL PITCH 14                  | 

PITCH DIA. (THEO.) 5.0000              1 

PRESSURE ANGLE 20° 

WHOLE DEPTH .1541                | 

CIR. TOOTH THICKNESS (REF.) .1122 

CHORDAL ADDENDUM 

| FIN. CHORDAL THICKNESS (REF.) 

BASE CIRCLE DIA. 4.698 

MEASUREMENT OVER BETWEEN 
| TWO     -120          DIA. PINS 

5.1483 
5.1457              | 

TOOTH SURFACE FINISH I« 
1 CENTER DISTANCE 4.000 

BACKLASH WITH MATE .003/.005            j 

START OF ACTIVE PROFILE 

ROLL ANGLE 

NO. OF TEETH  IN MATE: 42 

RATIO .6000 

MATE PART NO. 6553D3 

|CALC- C l/t CHECK DATE 

T 
.690 
.695 

i 
1.380 
1.390 

NOTES: 
1. SERIAL NO.SMUST BE RETAENED THROUGHOUT 

ENTIRE PROCESSING INCLUDING OVERAGE. 
2. RECORD PIN MEASUREMENTS OF FORGED TEETH 

BY SERIAL NO. BEFORE PROCESSING. DELIVER 
RECORDS TO RESEARCH FOR INCLUSION IN REPORT. 

3. CARBURIZE ALL SURFACES .040 DEEP, CASE 59 - 62 
RC,CORE 34 - 38 RC.  DELIVER HEAT-TREAT RECORDS 
TO RESEARCH. 

4. DELIVER SERIALIZED RED-LINE, INVOLUTE AND 
SPACING CHARTS TO RESEARCH. 

5. FACES TO BE SQUARE WITH BORE WITHIN .0002 PER 
INCH T.I.R. 

6. TO INSURE CONSISTENT PROCESSING, ALL GEARS 
MUST BE CARBURIZED AT THE SAME TIME. 
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RT. 
62 
)RDS 

]25TYP. 
,126 

1/32 X 45° 
CHAMFER, TYP. 

TEST GEAR 

0 



DATE       4/n/M 

LAB REPORT NO. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

APPENDIX  III 
PARTICLE  SIZE ANALYSIS OF  WEAR  PARTICLES 

FIELD CERTIFICATION 

CUSTOMER        WESTERN GEAR 

  SYSTEM   

(oO0!! SYSTEM MO. 

TYPE OP SAMPLE      U ^«L^Li'c- 

MILLIPORE COUNT 

RANGE 
yyer 10 Ho: own •Mi pf ffKr^gg? CHVg 
fodar 10 hltrcme ■gox gf PHrfgpg argg 

TOTAL SOLIDS 

TOTAL M.V.R. 

M 

NA 

INFRARED SPECTROPHOTCMETER NA 

DEW POINT NA 

BLACK LIGHT NA 

WHITE LIGHT NA 

WIPE TEST NA 
NOTE: Sanpl« va$ diluttd uith frton 10 to lt and tht pad DOB 
still too heavily oontaninatad to nak« en aoourat» partial« 
count.    Wt noted random nomttallio fiber in tht 2S0 miorortCYi* abov« syttca hM baen taitad 
range. 

and elaanad In aeeordanca with 

INSPECTION WITNESS 

tha abova apaclfleatlona. 

ASTRO-PAR INSPBCTOR 
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DATE        4/1S/66 

LAB REPORT NO. 

SPECIFICmONS 

FIELD CERTIFICATION 

CUSTOMER        WESTERN GEAR 

  SYSTEM   

£221 SYSTEM MO. 

TYPE OF SAMPLE  U^JAJ«^ V> 

HILLIPORE COUNT 

RANGE 
xtr 10 Mtgi on« •Mi pf gMrfggff nrgfl 

ihidttr 20 Mi( rone .80% of surface arva 

TOTAL SOLIDS 

TOTAL N.V.R. 

AM 

NA 

INFRARED SPECTROPHOTOMETER NA 

DEW POINT NA 

BLACK LIGHT NA 

WHITE LIGHT NA 

WIPE TEST NA 
NOTE: Sanpl* ua$ diluUd with frton 10 to T, and th* pad uaa 
•till too htavily oontaninattd to mak» an aoourat» particle 
oount,    V» noted remdon nometatlie fiber in the 2S0 miarortthe above »yttea hee been CMt«d 
range. 

and cleentd in accord^nc* with 

INSPECTI« WITNESS 

tha abova tpaclfIcatlona. 

ASTRO-PAR INSPECTOR 
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DATE 4/n/M 

FIELD CERTIFICAIION 

tUSKME»        WFSTFRN GFAP 

  SYSTEM   

LAB REPORT NO.         «Tl fk 

SPECIFICATIONS   

SYSTEM NO. 

TYPE OF SAMPLE /^J/t*^ L.'t 

MILLIPORE COURT 

RANGE 
^ypr IQ }M uns. tM Qf gurfggff argq 
IsdsjLULMiisnn. -gp» gf rorfqgf grgq 

TOTAL SOLIDS 

TOTAL N.V.R. 

IM 

HA 

INFRARED SPECTROPBOTOMBrBR NA 

DSU POINT NA 

BLACK LIGHT HA 

WHITE LIGHT NA 

WIFE TEST NA 
NOTE: Smpl* ueu diluted vith frton 10 to 1, and th* pad wem 
still too heavily ocnUninattd to mdk* an aoaurat* partiel« 
oount.    V» noted remdan nomttallio fiber in the SSO nrforonih« «bov« eyetem ha« )>««n CMC«d 
range. 

and elMMd in accordanc« with 

INSIBCTIOH WITNESS 

th« obov« spaelflcAtioo«. 

ASTRO-FAR XXSFICTOK 
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APPENDIX IV 
ELECTRODE DRAWING FORGING DIE WITH FULL ROOT RADIUS 

k-" m O S 5t 
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APPENDIX V 
STUDENTS  "t" STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF FATIGUE DATA 

The Students  "t" test* is a useful  statistical analysis  to compare the mean 
values of two random normally distributed universes.    For a given probabil- 
ity or confidence  level  (i.e.,  95 percent),  one can use  the  "t"  test  to 
determine  for  this  confidence level  whether  the mean values  of  two sets of 
data are equal.     For a given confidence  limit,   the mean value of one set 
of data   (sample)  will  fall within  the  following range: 

m -%    < m   <   m   +% (2) 
vn vn 

where 
1 

tH - mean /£ (log (Ni-ni)) 
s  ■  standard deviation >»     \ j / (3) 

) 

n = number of data points for a set of data (sample) 
Hi • value of the ith data point.  i varies from i = 1.2...n 
t = statistic "t". The value of "t" depends upon the confidence 

level chosen and the sample size. 

Hence, if for a 95 percent confidence level, the mean of one sample (i.e., 
forged gears) has a range which does not overlap the range of the mean of 
another sample (i.e., bar stock gears), then the means of the two samples 
arc not identical. 

* W. J. Dixon and F. J. Massey, Introduction to Statistical Analysis. 
McCraw-Hill, New York, 1957, p. 121.    " 
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■ I.  Forged Gears 

Cycles (N) LogJi LOR N-m (LOK N-m) 

250,000 5.398 .224 .05018 
250,000 5.398 .224 .05018 
52,100 4.717 .457 .20885 
250,000 5.398 .224 .05018 
250,000 5.398 .224 .05018 
250,000 5.398 .224 .05018 
160,000 5.204 .030 .00090 

1,911,000 6.282 1.108 1.22766 
75,300 4.877 .297 .00821 
31,000 4.491 .683 .46649 
65,600 4.818 .356 .12674 
73,400 4.866 .308 .09486 
105,200 5.023 .151 .02280 

67.268 2.48741 

m=   67-268     =5.174 (4) 
13 

1 
I 

/ (Log N-m)2\ 
(5) 

t for 95 percent confidence level for n - 1 of  12 = 2.179 

ts,   =   (Z. 179) (.4553)    =     zl6 

NTS 3.600 •<i7b (6) 
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ts ts for 95 percent  confidence level   m -    -—-   < m < m +   -=■ 
s/n vn 

95  percent  confidence limits  for  log mean 
4.898< 5.174<5.450 

95 percent confidence limits  for mean 

79,000  cycles< 149,000 cycles< 282,000 cycles. 

2.     Cut Gears 

(7) 

26,800 4.428 
49,800 4.698 
24,500 4.399 
38,500 4.586 
54,700 4.738 
49,400 4.693 
55,600 4.745 

108,600 5.033 
38,800 4.589 
30,000 4.478 
39,700 4.599 
30,500 4.485 
24,300 4.386 
42,800 4.632 
33,200 4.521 

69.010 
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m    .   69^10    =4600 (8) 

t for 95 percent confidence level  for m -  1 of 14 -  2.145 

U    .   & I«),   Ugj]   ,    093 (10) 
vn 3. »7 

95 percent confidence limits for log mean 
4.507 < 4.600 <4.693 

95 percent confidence limits for mean 

32,100 < 39,800 < 49,400 
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